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BLOCK 2 : THEORIES OF SOCIAL CHANGE
The previous block or the first block explained well about the introductory part of
the process of social change. This current block tries to elucidate about different
theories of social change. It contains four units. Unit 1 explains about the
evolutionary theory of social change. The functionalist theory of social change is
described in Unit 2. Unit 3 discusses about the conflict theory of social change. The
last theory or the cyclical theory is well explained in Unit 4.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Change is a very broad concept. Though change is all around us, we do not refer to
all of it as social change. Thus, physical growth from year to year, or change of
seasons do not fall under the concept of social change. In sociology, we look at
social change as alterations that occur in the social structure and social relationship.
The process of industrialisation brought changes in society giving rise to division of
labour among people, bringing changes in the nature of relation between them.
Again, the invention of machines further led to indirect change like implementation
of labour laws. In the process, the values and culture of the people also underwent
modification to adapt to the changing environment. Sometimes change also leads to
instability in the society. In this unit, we will discuss about the evolutionary theory of
social change in detail.

1.2 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After studying this Unit, you would be able to:
• know the aspects of social change
• understand evolutionary theory of social change
• discuss S. C. Dube’s Analysis of evolutionary changes
• describe about Talcott Parsons and his evolutionary universals
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1.3 ASPECTS OF SOCIAL CHANGE
From these and other definitions of social change, we can see that:
i)

Social change is essentially a process of alteration with no reference to the
quality of change.

ii) Changes is society are related/linked to changes in culture, so that it would be
sometimes useful to talk about ‘socio-cultural change.
Some sociologists, however, differentiate between social change and cultural change.
Social change is defined as alterations in the social structure, (including the changes
in the size of society) or in particular social institutions, or in the relationship
between institutions. They feel that social change refers mainly to actual human
behaviour. Cultural change, on the other hand, refers to variation in cultural
phenomena such as knowledge and ideas, art, religion moral doctrines, values,
beliefs, symbol systems and so on. This distinction is abstract, because in many
situations it is difficult, or nearly impossible to decide which type of change is
occurring. For instance, growth of modern technology as part of the culture, has been
closely associated with alterations in the economic structures, on important part of
the society.
iii) Social change can vary in its scope and in speed. We can talk of small scale
or large scale changes. Changes can take a cyclical pattern, e.g. when there is
the recurrence of centralisation and decentralisation in administrative
organisations. It can also be revolutionary. Revolutionary change can be seen
when there is an overthrow of government in a particular nation. Change can
also include short term changes (e.g. in migration rates) as well as long term
changes in economic structures. We can include in social change, both
growth and decline in membership and size of social institutions. Change
may include continuous processes like specialisation, and also include
discontinuous processes such as a particular technical or social invention
which appears at some point of time.
Change also varies in scope, in that it may influence many aspects of a society and
disrupt the whole social system. The process of industrialisation which affected
many aspects of society. In contrast, the substitution of matches for rubbing sticks to
start a fire had a relatively limited scope. Some changes occur rapidly but others take
a long time. Many of the Western nations took many decades to become
industrialised, but developing nations are trying to do it more quickly. They do this
by borrowing or adapting from those nations which have already achieved it.
Today most sociologists assume that change is a natural, inevitable, ever present part
of life in every society. When we are looking at social change, we are focusing not
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on changes in the experiences of an individual, but on variations in social structures,
institutions and social relationship.

1.4 THEORIES OF SOCIAL CHANGE
Sociologists, historians and social anthropologists have proposed a number of
general theories of social change. These theories may conveniently be grouped into
four main categories: evolutionary, functional, conflict and cyclical theories. The
major sociological theories of change can be classified in various ways. One can, for
instance make a distinction between evolutionary, (linear) and cyclical theories of
social change. Among the former, the most significant are those of Comte, Spencer,
Hobhouse and Marx. Among the latter, the most prominent ones are those of
Spengler, Pareto, and Sorokin. In this unit, we shall briefly examine the following
perspectives on change:
Different theories have tried to explain social change. Evolutionism, Functionalism,
Conflict theories are some of the sociological theories that have tried to analyse
social change. These theories differ in their treatment of the specific aspects of social
change. Most of the functionalists and others differentiate between the changes
within the social system and changes of the social system. Change of the system is
considered as structural change which alters the structure of the society. This means
changes of the institutions, norms, status and roles, and values of the society that
define the broad structure of the society. This kind of change is considered by the
functionalists as social change. While changes within the system are considered as
adjustments within the parts of the structure in order to retain the broad structure.
But there is much disagreement as to what types of change should be considered as
‘significant’ and what as ‘minor’. However, some sociologists would give credence
also to changes within the system for changes as these in turn, can change the broad
social structure. This is a point forwarded by the conflict theorists. They hold that
conflict, in some form or other, is present in all social life. These also form the basis
of social change. However, there is difference among conflict theorists too as to
which changes are significant enough to be qualified as social change.

1.5 EVOLUTIONARY THEORY
Evolutionary theories are based on the assumption that societies gradually change
from simple beginnings into even more complex forms. Early sociologists, beginning
with Auguste Comte believed that human societies evolve a unilinear way-that is, in
one line of development. According to them, social change meant “progress” toward
something better. They saw change as positive and beneficial. To them, the
evolutionary process implied that societies would necessarily reach new and higher
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levels of civilisation.
Social change is also viewed in terms of the direction of change, like moving
towards attaining some goal. In that case social changes could be seen as progressive
or retrogressive in nature. As regards the source of social change, there are two
contrasting perspectives. The evolutionary view holds that social changes pass
through a series of self-generating (internal sources) stages. But the diffusionists
hold that it occurs due to borrowing of traits across (external sources) societies.
Generally, the borrowed traits are modified and adapted to suit the society
concerned. So, there could be both internal and external sources of changes
occurring in societies.
Some evolutionists add to the principles of change the notion that change must have
an order. Other evolutionists combine the principles of change and order with the
principle of direction, thereby suggesting that there is a natural linear order of change
in a social system. The evolutionary process of change implies, that every society
goes through distinctive and successive states of existence and orientation. Comte,
for instance, proposed a directional theory of society. He suggested that a society
evolves from a theological orientation, to a metaphysical orientation to a positivistic
orientation. Durkheim classified societies into simple societies united by similarity
of their members,(what he called mechanical solidarity) and complex societies based
on specialisation and functional interdependence of members (what he called organic
solidarity). This also suggests a directional evolutionary pattern.
It has been pointed out that it is sometimes difficult in evolutionary theory, to
differentiate simple direction from progress. The common theme in much of the
evolutionary literature is that societies progress over time, to a point where they
industrialise and develop in the path and manner of western nations. Extreme
expressions of this position are contained in the notion of perfectibility. Societies
continue to move toward some ideal advanced state of industrialisation.
In the nineteenth century, with the acceptance of the fact that the human is a unified
species, the problem of variation of human social institutions and cultures was
explained by converting a spatial difference into a temporal one. In other words,
different societies were different because they were seen to be in different stages in
the ladder of evolution. This was the evolutionary theory based upon the basic
assumption of progress and a stage-by-stage evolution of human society, where
society was seen as one unified reality of human existence. Culture was spelt with a
capital C and was common to all humanity and not cultures that vary across time and
space. From this point of view all societies are the same, the difference that we
observe is only a chance factor of some societies being arrested in development and
others more progressive. Some societies mirror the past of the others and some are
the future of all. Because of this in-built idea of progress, the term “primitive
society” came into being. Those termed primitive were literally considered to be the
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past of those termed modern. The study of other cultures was thus the study of
looking into one’s past.
The evolutionary theory was built upon the premise that we can explain the
occurrence of some social phenomenon by reference to the past of human societies.
The assumption was that this past can be discovered in, societies physically in the
present but culturally arrested at some previous time period; the term “our primitive
contemporaries” was used for the purpose of describing culturally arrested types.
Evolutionary theories of social change are conglomeration of many but interrelated
theories of change. The main notion of the evolutionary theory of change is that
there is a consistent direction of social change of all societies in a similar sequence
of stages from the original to the final stage of development, or from a simple and
‘primitive’ to the more complex and advanced state. Evolutionary theory also
implies that evolutionary change will culminate at reaching the final stage of
development. Evolutionary theorists consider change as progress and growth. The
theory can be classified into two main categories- Classical evolutionary theories and
Neo-evolutionary theories.
The classical evolutionary theories have been developed by the 19th century
anthropologists and sociologists. Although, approaches differ among them, there is
an underlying principle of convergence of ideas that evolutionary change takes place
in a unilinear and similar direction. They largely draw an analogy of the progress of
animal life from the simple uni-celled organisms to the most complex animal- the
human being. They believe that as societies evolve and grow, the functions of its
members would also become more specialised just as the development of millions of
body cells to perform specific functions within an interrelated system.
The main proponents of the classical theories of evolutionary change were August
Comte (from French Evolutionary and Positivist School), Herbert Spencer, E. B.
Tylor, H. J. S. Maine, J.F. McLennan and S .J. G. Frazer (from British Evolutionary
School); Lewis Henry Morgan (from American Evolutionary School); and J. J.
Bachofen, Adolf Bastian and Ferdinand Tonnies [Ferdinand Tönnies] (from German
Evolutionary School).
August Comte (1798-1857), a French scholar, and founder of Sociology, propounded
that all societies passed through three stages of growth: (i) the theological stage
(dominated by the-guidance and principles of spiritual wisdom); (ii) the
metaphysical stage (a transitional stage where supernatural beliefs are replaced by
abstract principles as socio-cultural guidelines), and (iii) the positive, or scientific
stage (in which society is governed mainly by scientific laws).
Herbert Spencer (1820-1903), an English scholar, inspired by Darwin's theories of
organic evolution, opined that human societies moved through a series of social
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evolutionary stages from smaller and simpler structures to larger and more complex
structures. This theory was later known as 'Social Darwinism'. The idea of social
evolution was well received and popular among the 19th century anthropological and
sociological thinkers.
At about the same time, Lewis Henry Morgan a contemporary of E. B. Tylor, made
great impact in America by contributing to the evolutionary schemes of thinking and
research by engaging on the origin and development of family, marriage and kinship
systems. He saw the development of human society in three broad stages based
mainly on technological innovations: savagery, barbarism and civilisation. The first
two stages were divided into sub-stages which were denoted Lower, Middle and
Upper. The last stage was marked by the emergence of invention of phonetic
alphabet and writing.
According to Julian Steward, a 20th century evolutionist, society changes as a result
of adaptation to the environment. Emile Durkheim forwarded the thesis that when
population grows new demands are created in the society and new institutions come
up which changes the society. Later on, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, who also
developed a theory of socio-cultural evolution, held that in every society there is
internal contradiction that leads to changes. Leslie White, a 20th Century
evolutionist pointed out that as societies gained more capacity to extract more energy
from the environment they evolve.

1.5.1 S. C. Dube’s Analysis of Evolutionary Changes
The evolutionary theories advocates claim that progress not perfection is achieved
when society progress. Spencer, Morgan, Darwin and up to an extent Tonnies are
advocates of this view. Spencer saw the society from moving from militant to
industrial the first characterized by hierarchy and obedience and the latter
characterized by voluntary and contractual nature of relationship. Structures in the
former are simple and homogeneous while the latter are characterized by
differentiation and complexity.
Tonnies also advocated a linear progress— from Gemeinschaft (community) to
Gesellschaft (association).
The Gemeinschaft societies have the following features
(1) individual is subordinated to community
(2) strong commitment to religion
(3) common property is predominant
(4) loyalty to the larger group is strong.
The Gesellschaft societies have the following features
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(1) individual will prevail over the collective will
(2) secular values predominant
(3) contractual relations are prevalent

Check Your Progress Exercise 1.1
Note:
I. Write your answer in the space given below.
II. Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit
Q.1 Name, the four principles on which theories of social evolution are based.
………………………………………………………………………….....................
………………………………………………………………………….....................
………………………………………………………………………….....................
………………………………………………………………………….....................
Q.2 Write down the features of Gemeinschaft (Community) societies.
………………………………………………………………………….....................
………………………………………………………………………….....................
………………………………………………………………………….....................
………………………………………………………………………….....................

1.5.2 Linear Social Change
There are a group of theorists who subscribe to the linear theory of social change.
According to them, society advances in a linear fashion moving actually to an even
higher state of civilisation, and in the direction of improvement. This can be
witnessed in the institution of marriage which in the course of time has passed from
promiscuity to group marriage to polygamy to monogamy. Similarly, society has
taken a linear course of development transcending the primitive hunting and food
gathering state to the settled agrarian state to capitalist industrialism. Similarly, the
institution of family has taken a linear course of change from the extended joint
family system to joint family to nuclear family. Hence, as per linear theory, society
changes in a linear direction.
Under linear theory of social change, evolutionary theory of social change can be
included. There are some scholars who see society as evolving through various
stages. Auguste Comte is one of those scholars. He postulated three stages of social
change: the Theological, the Metaphysical and the Positive stage. In the first stage
man believed that supernatural powers controlled and designed the world. He
advanced gradually from belief in fetishes and deities to monotheism. This stage
gave way to the Metaphysical stage, during which man tries to explain phenomena
by resorting to abstractions. In the positive stage man considers the search for causes
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of various events or the basis of the explanatory facts that can be empirically
observed. Therefore according to Comte progress will be assured if man adopts a
positive attitude in the understanding of natural and social phenomena.
Herbert Spencer, maintained that human society has been gradually progressing
towards a better state. In its primitive state, the state of militarism, society was
characterized by warring groups, by a merciless struggle for existence. From
militarism society moved towards a state of industrialism. Society in the stage of
industrialism is marked by greater differentiation and integration of its parts. The
establishment of an integrated system makes it possible for the different groups—
social, economic and racial, to live in peace.
The evolutionists perceived social change as occurring from one stage to another.
The 19th century evolutionists believed that all society and every institution has a
definite model of change, i.e., one single line (unilineal) of change. They were,
therefore, known as Unilinear Evolutionists. They claimed that societies start out in a
primitive state and gradually become more civilized over time. For example, the 19th
century evolutionist L.H. Morgan held that every human society evolves along three
stages: savagery, barbarism and civilisation. The later stage is more developed than
the earlier stage(s).The modern European society is the most evolved and civilized
society. Every society will evolve to that of the modern European society in due
course of time.
The early evolutionists considered evolution as growth, progress and development.
Some explained that human beings have natural social tendencies for growth and
development. It was held by the unilineal evolutionist that the modern industrial
western society is the most developed society. But, later evolutionists attacked this
line of thought and pointed out that evolution does not always lead to progress and a
better state of being. They also argued that evolution should not be viewed in
reference to ‘primitive’ and ‘civilised’ stage. Anthony Giddens has pointed out that
social change may create problems rather than progress.
Society or its institutions change from simpler to complex patterns, from
homogeneity to heterogeneity, from undifferentiation to differentiation. However
different may be the positions of the evolutionists in regard to the stages and factors
of evolution, they all agreed that there is a tendency of societies to move towards
differentiation.
The evolutionary theorists tried to unfold the internal tendency of societies to change
into becoming differentiated and complex. The role of cultural borrowing like
diffusion of cultural elements from outside the social system was hardly dealt with.
Neo evolutionists like Marshall Sahlins divided the evolution of societies into
‘general’ and ‘specific’. General evolution is the tendency of cultural and social
systems to increase in complexity, organization and adaptiveness to environment.
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However, as the various cultures are not isolated, there is interaction among the
various societies and cultures as a result of which there occurs a diffusion of their
qualities (like technological inventions, dress patterns, etc.). For instance, the
cultural element of wearing trousers diffused from China to Europe and then from
Europe to the rest of the world. Again, the thought systems of India reached into
China and later contributed into the awakening civilisations of the West. Diffusion
leads cultures to develop in different ways (specific evolution), as various elements
are introduced to them in different combinations and on different stages of evolution.
MacIver and Page also stated that diffusion plays a role in differentiation of
societies. Seen in this perspective, evolution is a reality.

1.5.3 Neo-Evolutionary Theories
However, the 20th century evolutionists, who are also known as Neo-evolutionists,
attacked the unilinear model of development of the 19th century. Evolutionary
theories were revived in the 20fi century by V. Gordon Childe, Julian Steward and
Leslie White. Their formulations of evolutionary theories are characterized by
careful scrutiny of evidence, systematic analysis, and rigorous reasoning. To
distinguish them from the classical evolutionary theorists, they have also been
labeled as neo-evolutionists. The Neo-Evolutionary theories were introduced in the
20th century by V. Gordon Childe, Julian Steward and Leslie White.
Julian Steward stated that every society does not necessarily pass through the same
stages of evolution, but rather, each has its particular history of change. It is a matter
of chance and free will as to which of the many probable lines of change a society
happens to take while adapting with the environment.
Their formulations of evolutionary theories are characterized by careful scrutiny of
evidence, systematic analysis, and rigorous reasoning. To distinguish them from the
classical evolutionary theorists, they have also been labelled as neo-evolutionists.
Later, Marshall D. Sahlins and Elman Service attempted a synthesis of the theories
of evolution (particularly the theories of Julian Steward and Leslie White’s) by
developing the concept of ‘specific’ and ‘general’ evolution. The main claim of
these theories was that evolution moved simultaneously in two directions in both the
biological and cultural aspects. This evolutionary process then led to progress and
made new ones emerge out of the old ones. They considered these two processes as
interconnected in its totality.
Thus, in the former stage, it took ‘specific’ biological and cultural processes and then
continued to give effect in the progress of successive forms of evolution which were
'general' in nature for both the resultant aspects of evolution. While the former was
classified in terms of the order of descent, the latter was done in terms of the levels
of development or stages. For instance, specific evolution would imply development
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in local cultures and its sub-units or groups of cultures in a relatively shorter period
while the general cultural evolution would mean the processes of successive forms of
development such as the stages of hunting and gathering, agriculture, industrial
revolution, atomic age, nuclear age, etc. This principle could be applied to other
spheres of evolution such as religion, kinship structure and so on.
However, the neo-evolutionary theories that have emerged in recent years, are more
tentative than the evolutionary theories of the 19th century and early 20th century.
These neo-evolutionary theorists do not assert that change proceeds along the same
path. They suggest that there is a general trend towards a more elaborate division of
labour. They take on a relativistic view, in that they recognise that different cultures
have different ideas of what constitutes progress. One of the greatest problems of
older theories of evolution was that they too often contained untestable, sometimes
ethnocentric propositions.

1.6 TALCOTT PARSONS AND EVOLUTIONARY UNIVERSALS
Parsons’ main contributions relate to studies of changes within the social systems in
varying specific situations, but he had also attempted to analyse changes of whole
social systems with the help of the concept of “evolutionary universals” which he
formulated later in his career. We shall be studying Parsons’ contributions to
processes of social change at both these levels.
In his later writings particularly, Societies: Evolutionary and Comparative
Perspectives (1966), The Sociological Theory and Modern Sociology (1967), The
System of Modern Societies (1971) and The Evolution of Societies (1977), Talcott
Parsons contributed substantially to an evolutionary theory of social change. His
approach to social change, however, remained primarily functional, that is, he still
considered all processes of change emanating from strains towards differentiation
and adaptation to be system maintaining in the longer time scale.
But he introduced two new factors.
i) First, he postulated the concept of “evolutionary universals”. By this he
meant to say that despite the specific historical particularities of each social
system or society (because of its boundedness in its own culture and material
environment), if one looked at societies in a longer time scale there were some
general directions of evolution through which societies tend to evolve. Parsons
called the direction and nature of this historical process of social evolution of
all societies “evolutionary universals”.
ii) The second main departure in Parsons’ views on social change during this
period can be noticed in his emphasis on historical and comparative analysis of
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major types of evolutionary stages of social systems at a global level. Through
this exercise he offered a comparative treatment of societies ranging from the
primitive to the modern industrial society.

1.7 EVALUATION OF THE EVOLUTIONARY THEORY
Those who supported this theory had no concept of cultural relativity and hence
judged other cultures purely in terms of their own culture’s standards. The unilinear
evolutionary theories described but did not explain social change. They have not
given any convincing explanations of how or why societies should evolve towards
the western pattern. The theorists in an ethnocentric way treated the trends in western
civilisation as “progress”. They largely stressed the importance of economic and
technological changes in development and neglected other aspects. Thus, the nonwesterners may regard western cultures as technological more advanced, yet morally
backward.
The theories were based on the faulty interpretation of the data. “Different theorists
grouped vastly different cultures into misleading categories so that they would fit
into the various stages of evolution” (Ian Robertson).
The modern anthropologists have tended to support the theory of multilinear
evolution rather than the unilinear one. Modern anthropologists like Steward agree
that this evolutionary process is multilinear. It can take place in many different ways
and change need not necessarily follow the same pattern everywhere. They do not
press the analogy between societies and living organisms. They do not equate change
with progress. They do not assume that greater social complexity produces greater
human happiness. This theory is becoming relatively more popular in social
anthropological circles today.

1.8 LET US SUM UP
No single theory has been able to explain social change in the convincing manner.
Evolutionary theories hold the view that all societies pass through a similar sequence
of developmental stages until it culminates in some final stage. They see social
change as progress and growth that is good for the society. Linear theories popular
till recently have been proved false. One example would be sufficient to prove the
point— religiosity among the people. Most theorists predicted the end of the
influence of religion when modern society evolves and growth of secular values.
However apart from Europe and Japan religiosity continues to grow among the
populations in different parts of the world. However, we have here explained the
various aspects and approaches to understand social change through evolutionary
theories.
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1.9 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: ANSWER KEYS
Ans to Q 1:

The four principles on which the theories of social evolution are based
are change, order, direction, progress and perfectibility.

Ans to Q 2:

(1) individual is subordinated to community
(2) strong commitment to religion
(3) common property is predominant
(4) loyalty to the larger group is strong.
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2.2 Learning Objectives
2.3 Parson’s Concept of Functionalism
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2.5 The Functionalist Perspective
2.6 Functionalist or Equilibrium Theory
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
The alteration of the “underlying structure of an object or situation over time” has
been defined as social change by Anthony Giddens. Sociologists have treated the
concept of social change in various ways. They have tried to point out as to what
kind of changes in a society should be considered as change. Different theories have
tried to explain social change. Evolutionism, Functionalism, Conflict theories are
some of the sociological theories that have tried to analyse the processes of social
change. These theories differ in their treatment of the specific aspects of social
change. In the previous unit we have discussed about the evolutionary theory. Now
in this unit, functionalist theory of social change in detail will be discussed. In this
unit we shall explain to you Talcott Parsons’s concept of functionalism and social
change. Parsons described two types of social change; one kind of social change is
within the social system and the other kind is when social systems change as a
whole. Functionalists theories are otherwise known as dynamic theories or
equilibrium theories.

2.2 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After studying this Unit, you would be able to:
• explain Parsons concept of functionalism
• discuss the relationship between functionalism and social change
• understand the functionalist theoretical approach of social change
• discuss the relationship between functionalism and social change
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2.3 PARSON’S CONCEPT OF FUNCTIONALISM
Parsons’ elaborated the concept of, the functional prerequisites of a social system.
These functional prerequisites are adaptation, goal attainment, integration and
latency, which are all necessary responses, in Parsons’ view for the existence and
survival of any social system. The institutions and processes, which serve to
maintain the existence of the system, are considered to be functional for the system
by Talcott Parsons.
Functionalism represents the viewpoint that all social systems invariably possess the
tendency to evolve and integrate such processes and institutions as elements (parts)
of the system, which help in its own self-maintenance. Social systems are basically
oriented to evolving such units as components of their form, be it in the shape of
processes (such as, in Parsons’ understanding, adaptation, goal-attainment,
integration and latency) or as social institutions, such as government, economy,
schools, courts, etc. all of which serve to maintain the system as if on purpose.
The term teleology refers to this purposiveness of institutions. Teleology is thus an
essential characteristic of functionalism. It is based on an analogy with the organic
system, for instance the human body. In the human body, processes such as
respiration, blood circulation, maintenance of a constant temperature, etc., are
intended to maintain the health of the body. As such these processes are Ideological
or purposive in nature. Simply stated, teleology is any explanation, which is in terms
of the final cause or purpose. For example it would be teleological to argue that fruits
and seeds exist so that animal and birds can eat them in order to live; or that the
function of the long tail of monkeys is to help them jump easily from tree to tree.
Box 2.1 Teleology
Besides several criticisms of functionalism, its teleological nature is its logical
criticism. As you know, teleology is the explanation for the existence of a
process or institution or any object or idea in terms of the purpose it fulfils.
Thus, according to this explanation the effect is treated as the cause. This is the
principal objection to the functionalist theory. For example, according to this
theory, religion exists in societies in order to uphold the moral order of
societies. Here the effect of religion has been used to explain the cause, i.e, the
moral order. Why is the teleological nature of functionalism its logical
criticism? It is a logical criticism because how can an effect which comes later
explain the cause which precedes the effect. It defies the laws of logic. It is like
saying that A factor produces B, therefore, the occurrence of B must explain A.
However, sociologists belonging to the functionalist school of thought, such as
Durkheim were aware of these flaws in functionalism and made attempts to
overcome them.
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Functionalism implies that social systems bear resemblance to organic systems such
as the human body. The processes and institutions in social systems and the human
body possess self-regulatory mechanisms that keep them stable and save it from
external threats. A stability of this sort is called homeostasis. But unlike the human
body however, which has universality for all species of human kind, the social
systems are historical products.
Parsons acknowledges the enormous variations in the forms and styles of social
systems. This is ensured by the plasticity of human infant, which unlike other animal
species does not grow up with limited general traits of behaviour. The child learns
different languages, conforms to different sets of cultural values and behaviour
patterns of the group of society in which he/she is born. The child also has the
unlimited capacity to learn new languages, cultural styles, etc; depending on what it
is exposed to. Human beings are not born with pre-determinate instinctive traits like
other animals are. The socialisation process of the human child and its personality
system maintain the stability and integration of the social system through the
internalisation of values and ways of social behaviour that the social system
approves. In addition human beings not only learn from culture and society but also
create new forms of culture and integrate them within pre-existing patterns.

2.4 FUNCTIONALISM AND SOCIAL CHANGE
Functionalism is the name of an approach in social anthropology and sociology
according to which a society is a whole of interconnected parts, where each part
contributes to the maintenance of the whole. The task of sociology is to find out the
contribution of each part of society and how society works together as an ordered
arrangement of parts. Literally, the word ‘function’ (from Latin, fungi, function, to
effect, perform, execute) means ‘to perform’ or ‘to serve’ (a purpose). In the field of
architecture, it implies that a form should be adapted to usage and material. As a
distinct approach, as a way of looking at and analysing society, functionalism
emerged first in social anthropology in early twentieth century, and later in
sociology, beginning in the 1930s.
The beginning of the twentieth century witnessed the rise of functionalism. Adam
Kuper (1973) thinks that 1922 was the ‘year of wonder’ (annus mirabilis) of
functionalism, for in this year were published two monographs that substantiated the
functional approach. One was by Radcliffe-Brown titled The Andaman Islanders,
and the other, by Malinowski, titled Argonauts of the Western Pacific. The impact of
anthropological functionalism was felt in other disciplines, particularly sociology.
Although there were scholars — such as Kingsley Davis (1959) — who saw nothing
new in functional approach because they thought that sociologists had always been
doing what functionalists wanted them to do, there were others (such as Talcott
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Parsons) who were clearly impressed with the writings of functional anthropologists.
As a result of the writings of these people, functionalism emerged as an extremely
important approach, holding its sway till the late 1960s and the early 1970s. In its
history of about 150 years, first in the positivism of Comte, then in the ‘sociologistic
positivism’ of Durkheim, and then, in the works of the twentieth-century
functionalists, functionalism has come to comprise a number of variants and foci.
Pointed differences exist between different functionalists — in fact, some of them
happen to be archrivals, like Radcliffe-Brown and Malinowski.
Notwithstanding their differences, it seems that all functionalists share the following
five propositions:
1) Society (or culture) is a system like any other system, such as solar system,
mechanical system, atomic system, chemical system, or organic system.
2) As a system, society (or culture) consists of parts (like, institutions, groups,
roles, associations, organisations), which are interconnected, interrelated, and
interdependent.
3) Each part performs its own function — it makes its own contribution to the
whole society (or culture) — and also, it functions in relationship with other
parts.
4) A change in one part brings about a change in other parts, or at least
influences the functioning of other parts, because all the parts are closely
connected.
5) The entire society or culture — for which we can use the term ‘whole’ is
greater than the mere summation of parts. It cannot be reduced to any part, or
no part can explain the whole. A society (or culture) has its own identity, its
own ‘consciousness’, or in Durkheim’s words, ‘collective consciousness’.
The above characteristics of functionalism might give us an impression that it only
has to do with continuity and self-maintenance of the social system, and that it does
not have a view of social change. In fact, there are many sociologists who have
criticised functionalism only for this reason and argued that functionalism overemphasises only those features of a social system which bring about stability of
continuity. They also accuse functionalism for assuming a large measure of
agreement or consensus in a society on its core values, beliefs and behaviour patterns
or opinions about social issues. This Criticism is based on the-functionalist position
that members of a social system are socialised from childhood onwards to a common
set of beliefs and values, which are specific to that society.
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Talcott Parsons did not deny the element of value consensus and stability in a social
system that result from the functional processes of the systems concerned. But he
also visualised the possibilities of social change. This results from the specific nature
of individual social systems as well as from the very nature of the motivational
orientations, which organise action systems of members in a society. The first links
social systems to its external boundary conditions, such as ecology, resources,
physical and environmental conditions as well as to historical factors such as cultural
contacts, diffusion of ideas and interests and to social strains arising out of these
historical factors. The second relates it to motivational elements in action systems,
which are essentially directional in nature. The direction of orientation of motives
and values generates harmony as well as strain in the social system. The first leads to
stability, the second to change. Parsons viewed social change at two levels, firstly,
change which emerges from processes within the social system, and secondly, the
processes of change of the social system itself.
According to Parsons social sciences have yet to formulate a general theory of social
change which can take into account both these aspects of social change. But
sociology can approach the problem of social change if it delimits its analysis in two
respects, first, change must be studied with the help of a set of conceptual categories
or paradigms. The conceptual categories that Parsons puts forward for such analyses
of change are those of motivational and value orientation, as well as those that relate
to the functional prerequisites of the system.
Second, social change, according to Parsons, must be studied at a specific historical
level rather than in a general form applicable universally to all societies. Parsons,
therefore, held the view that for sociologists it is relatively easier to study processes
of change within the social system than processes of changes of the social system as
a whole.

2.5 THE FUNCTIONALIST PERSPECTIVE
Functionalism treats society as a self-regulating system of interrelated elements with
structured social relationships and observed regularities. Functionalists perceive
society as similar to a biological organism which is composed of many distinct but
interdependent parts with each part contributing to the functioning or survival of the
whole system. All the parts are not only interdependent but also coordinated and
complementary to each other. A change in one part is believed to affect other parts;
the malfunctioning of one part is dealt with by other parts in a coordinated way so as
to maintain the equilibrium of the system.
Functionalists do not give weightage to abrupt changes in the whole system. They
lay emphasis on the absence of disruptive internal factors that disturb the overall
stability of the system. Various components or units of the society operate in
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consonance with common perceptions, sentiments, values and beliefs of the system.
This agreement or consensus is achieved through the socialization of individuals by
guided principles of the society (Abraham 1982). In simple or folk societies, the
family is the primary agent of socialization. In modern or industrialized societies,
socialization is often mediated by educational institutions apart from families.
Functionalists perceive society to be a system comprising various functions that
operate collectively to maintain order and stability. According to Talcott Parsons,
one of the leaders of this School, change stems from other social systems (through,
for instance, cultural influence, as in the case of English education in the former
colonies of the British Empire) and tensions and strains within the system itself,
especially those related to economic activities (Popenoe, 1995, p.137).
Functionalism, writes Michael Haralambos, holds that the economy is solely
responsible for resolving societal problems, with industrialism playing an especially
crucial role (Haralambos and Holborn, 2004, p.94). He explains how, through
production and various other economic activities, social change is accelerated such
that society has to adapt as a whole: a change in one part effects all the others. These
activities include improvements in technology, whereby new innovations come to
the fore, and trade with other countries. Social change in the functionalist view can
also occur at different levels, be it on a micro scale (involving the groups and people
within one’s immediate environment) or at a macro level (economic, political and
educational systems, for instance).
Functionalists also believe that cultural norms and values unite society, which is
largely resistant to change, and thus ensure that change in social structure is likely to
be slow if it conflicts with entrenched cultural, religious or political principles. The
time frame of change also plays a significant role, and the distinction between longterm and short-term change is important. According to Harper, short-term changes,
as in family developmental stages, may be obvious and easy to comprehend, but they
may not actually constitute changes at all in the long run (Harper, 1993, p.7).

2.6 FUNCTIONALIST OR EQUILIBRIUM THEORY
This evolutionary trend was followed by the functional theory that was derived from
the eighteenth century positivism and organic analogy. The basic premises of this
theory were not in the transformation and understanding of human society and
culture as unified but were rooted in relativism and interdependence. It was believed
that cultures are multiple and each is unique unto itself. The questions that were
asked were not about origin and progress but about the contribution and function of
each trait to the functioning of the whole. The whole here was a living society and
culture to be studied only in the present with no allusion to the past or future.
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In the functional approach, to understand social reality we have a static theory. A
static explanation is one where a social variable is explained only in terms of
variables belonging to the same time period. This kind of theory is not based on a
premise that the phenomenon in question is actually ahistorical but on the
assumption that a sufficient understanding of it is possible by recourse to data that
are situational. The type of questions that the functional theory would address would
be different from those addressed by evolutionists, who professed a theory of human
society progressing from stage A to stage B in a scale of evolution. Usually
functionalists have explained what function is being performed by a particular trait in
a particular culture at a particular period of time. In the evolutionary theory, on the
other hand, at least some of the variables used in the explanation belonged to a time
period prior to the time than the variables to be explained. In this sense the
evolutionary theory was used to explain origins and development, or transformations
and social change.
Most of the functionalists and others differentiate between the changes within the
social system and changes of the social system. Change of the system is considered
as structural change which alters the structure of the society. This means changes of
the institutions, norms, status and roles, and values of the society that define the
broad structure of the society. This kind of change is considered by the functionalists
as social change. While changes within the system are considered as adjustments
within the parts of the structure in order to retain the broad structure. But there is
much disagreement as to what types of change should be considered as ‘significant’
and what as ‘minor’. However, some sociologists would give credence also to
changes within the system for changes as these in turn, can change the broad social
structure. This is a point forwarded by the conflict theorists. They hold that conflict,
in some form or other, is present in all social life. These also form the basis of social
change. However, there is difference among conflict theorists too as to which
changes are significant enough to be qualified as social change. The Functionalists
hold that change in any part of the social system leads to change in other parts. Even
the Neo functional theorists hold that there are strains and tensions within a system
and this can lead to change.
The structural-functionalists assume that society, like the human body, is a balanced
system of institutions, each of which performs a function in maintaining society.
They consider 'change' as a constant that quires no explanation. They hold that
changes disrupt the equilibrium of a society, until the change has been integrated into
the culture. Societies accept and adopt those changes that are found useful
(functional), while they reject changes that are useless (dysfunctional). They opine
that when events within and without the society disrupt the equilibrium, social
institutions make adjustments to restore stability. For instance, a natural calamity, a
famine, an influx of immigrants or a war may disrupt the social order and compel the
social institutions to make adjustments.
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Structural functional, has its roots in the work of the early sociologists especially
Durkheim and Weber. Among contemporary scholars it is most closely associated
with the work of Parsons and Merton.
Structural functionalists believe that society, like the human body, is a balanced
system. Each institution serves a function in maintaining society. When events
outside or inside the society, disrupt the social order, social institutions make
adjustments to restore stability.
They also argue that change generally occurs in a gradual, adjustive fashion and not
in a sudden violent, radical fashion. Even changes which appear to be drastic, have
not been able to make a great or lasting impact on the core elements, of the social
and cultural systems.
Change according to them comes from basically three sources:
i) Adjustment of the system to exogenous change (e.g. war, conquests),
ii) Growth through structural and functional differentiation (e.g. changes in
the size of population through births and deaths),
iii) Innovations by members of groups within society (e.g. inventions and
discovery in a society).
The most important and basic factor making for social integration and stability,
according to this school of thought, is value consensus.
The term ‘cultural lag’ is often used to describe the state of disequilibrium between
material and non-material aspects of a culture. Ogburn (1886-1959) who coined this
word, explained that ‘cultural lag’ occurs when parts of a culture that were once in
adjustment with each other change at different rates, and become incompatible with
each other. Ogburn (1922) pointed out how the non-material culture (values, beliefs,
norms, family, religion) often lags behind material culture (technology, means of
production output of the economic system). For example, family planning
technologies (i.e. material culture) have advanced, but people take their time to
accept them. Some sections of the population may reject the very idea of ‘family
planning’ and believe in having a large family. Again, when an event such as
increase in population or a depletion in natural resources cause a strain in society, it
takes some time for the society to understand and absorb the strain and alter its
values and institutions to adapt to the change. But in order to function smoothly,
societies adjust to maintain and restore themselves.
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Case Study
Cultural lag is one term that has been often used to describe the state of
disequilibrium. When an event such as a natural calamity or a war
causes a strain and trauma in a society, it takes some time for the society
to understand the strain and trauma and alter its values, attitudes, and
institutions to adapt to the change. This is simply because societies need
to adjust to maintain and restore to a state of stability just as the human
body needs to adjust its functioning to adapt to changes. Like some of
the cyclical theorists (e.g., Pitirim Sorokin), the structural-functionalists
do not give importance to the result of social change as good or bad in
so far as equilibrium is maintained in the society.

Critics have pointed out that the amount and kind of changes that can be explained,
with the help of the structural functionalist perspective is limited. This view neglects
revolutionary changes which are profound and sudden. It also overlooks the
possibility of a society going through long periods of malintegration, as during times
of economic recession (Eshleman and Cashion: 1983: 533).
But the ‘functionalist-structural’ theory of social change denies any deterministic
role of the economic structure of society. It gives equal weight to all spheres of life.
It views society as a social system consisting of different parts. Changes occurring in
one part lead to changes in other parts of the social system. The social system always
intends to achieve equilibrium. It reflects a kind of moving equilibrium. This
equilibrium approach does not make much difference between variables. The
variables are treated as mutually dependent, and change in one variable inevitably
leads to changes in other variables which lead to a state of social equilibrium. The
process of change goes on and gives a picture of society in a state of moving
equilibrium. The social system is viewed as self-restoring in nature, which resists
deflection or ruptures in society (Davis 1981).

2.7 EVALUATION OF FUNCTIONALIST THEORY
The functionalist or equilibrium theory is an ambitious attempt to explain both social
statics and about dynamics. Still, greater stress is laid on the former. Parsons as an
advocate of this theory concentrated more on institutional changes. Other
functionalists such as R.K. Merton and others tried to overcome this limitation.
Merton writes, “The strain, tension, contradiction and discrepancy between the
component parts of social structure” may lead to changes. Thus, in order to
accommodate the concept of change within the functional model, he has borrowed
concepts from conflict theories of change.
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2.8 LET US SUM UP
Social change is generally understood as the process of occurrence of significant
alterations in the organisation and or structure and functions of social life. There are
various approaches for understanding social change. Structural-functional theories
view that there is stability and order in the society, but changes do occur
occasionally. From Durkheim to Talcott Parsons, functionalism with its roots in
early French philosophers like Comte had a long grip over sociological theory. It
served the needs of the hour and was compatible with the organic analogy that was
often drawn for society and culture by social philosophers, sociologists and
anthropologists.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
From its inception, sociology has been closely linked with the study of the rapid
changes in societies. Theory in the social sciences has continuously reflected
changing social conditions. In the early twentieth century the concept of change
became a major theoretical and ethical issue as it was realised that change was an
essential dimension of our lives. The two World Wars, the independence of the
colonies, rapid industrialisation and capitalist expansion, all had immense effects on
sociological theory. Not only change but also conflict became a central concept in
the social sciences and it became increasingly debated as to what was a more natural
human condition, harmony or conflict? In this present unit, we will discuss about the
conflict theory of social change in detail.
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3.2 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After studying this Unit, you would be able to:
• understand the importance and meaning of conflict as a subject matter
• know the conflict theory of social change
• explain the sociological concept of social conflict
• identify the types and functions of social conflict
• assess the conflict as an inherent process of social change

3.3 CONFLICT: MEANING AND DEFINITIONS
Conflict is a term used to mean a variety of things, in an assortment of contexts.
Under the mantle of conflict are words such as fight, argue, contest, debate, combat,
war and other equally evocative terms. The word conflict has been derived from the
Latin word “confligere”, which means literally “to strike together”. It is impossible
for two physical objects, such as two billiard balls, to occupy the same space. They
conflict, and if either is in motion, the conflict will be resolved by a new position for
both of them. Within the human realm, conflict occurs when different social groups
are rivals or otherwise no competition. Such conflicts can have many different
outcomes; one side changed, one side eliminated, both sides changed, neither side
changes, nor (rarely) both sides eliminated. The popularly understood meaning of
conflict is quarrel between two persons or groups. It is a physical fight or verbal duel
preceded by disagreement and followed by indifference and enmity. The term may
refer to isolated incidents in which a person contradicts within or two persons
disagree between them or too broad and prolonged situations involving whole nation.
The word ‘conflict’ indicates patterns of behaviour. But social scientists mean it to
refer to the cause of that act as well. That is to say, underlined condition for hostility
which is called root conflict is equally, if not more important than the manifestation
of the hostility, the behaviour. For example, killing or rape; it may be more correct to
consider them as an expression rather than forms of conflict, acts indicating the
existence of say social, economic, cultural, psycho-pathological, gender or
personality conflict. Identifying and understanding the underlying sources and root
causes of conflicts is a key to reducing their frequency and intensity, and eventually
seeking a resolution. Since conflicts often bring destruction in their wake and are
therefore costly affairs, sources of conflict are the natural foci for reforms and
changes which will supposedly reduce or eliminate conflict.
Different scholars understand it differently. In the simple form, conflict refers to a
situation which is “oriented intentionally to carry out the actor’s will against the
existence of the other party or parties” (Rex, 1981, p.3). Conflict, according to some
other thinkers, is a condition of incompatibility of interest or values. In the words of
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Jessie Bernard, “Conflict is one which arises when there are controversial and
mutually exclusive goals or values pursued by different closely placed
parties”(Bernard, 1957, p.40).
Johan Galtung refers to conflict as some type of incompatibility. He distinguishes
conflict as an undefined, latent condition, and its manifestation in terms of the
attitude and behaviour of actors. A destructive behaviour and destructive attitude
should not be confused with conflict. Conflict refers to some type of incompatibility:
one goal stands in the way of another. Attitudes and behaviour, Galtung explains, are
usually assumed to be negative when they are related to conflict. These negative
manifestations can take the form of sudden burst of hatred or direct violence. But
they can also take institutionalised form of generalised social distance and structural
violence.
George Simmel holds that “Conflict lets social boundaries between groups, socialites
and nations by strengthening group consciousness and awareness of separatedness
thus establishing the identity of groups, societies and nations within” (Simmel, 1968,
p.34). The function of conflict is exploited by some states for personal interest.
When a nation is riddled with internal strife, the last strategy the leaders apply is
declaring conflict (war) with another nation. Simmel states, “a state of conflict pulls
the members so tightly together and subjects them to such uniform impulse. This is
the reason why war with the outside is sometimes the last chance for the state ridden
with inner antagonisms to overcome these antagonisms” (Ibid).
Conflict is generally considered as evil or as Talcott Parson says, “A disease”
(Parson, 1964). “It is treated as pathological condition equilibrium.” Conflict within
or without places people in stress and strain. It may result in physical altercation,
destruction or annihilation or its less intensity arrests the regular course of life. In the
process of conflict, huge measure of energy is depleted which, in turn, stunts the
growth and development.

3.4 SOCIOLOGICAL CONCEPT OF CLASS CONFLICT
If one were to look at the major concerns in sociology, we find primarily two: The
first one tends to focus on the nature of social order, social stability, and consensus.
The second one deals with change, disorder, instability and social conflict.
Sociological perspectives fall broadly in the categories of function i.e., consensusbased, and conflict which is primarily oriented, to explaining the elements of
instability and change. Under the influence of the evolutionary perspective in the
natural sciences, many early sociologists have also dealt with the phenomenon of
social conflict. However, the discussions centred on the unintended (more or less
autonomous) interaction, in the tradition of the Darwinian concept of “struggle for
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survival”. This phase was followed by an examination of the problems of order or
the problems of social solidarity. These gave rise to the functionalist school in
sociology and social anthropology.
Karl Marx was an important social thinker who systematically analysed the
phenomenon of social conflicts. Karl Marx was one the great exponents of conflict
theories. He looked at society as composition of oppositional forces- the oppressor
and the oppressed. Such notion led him to predict the revolt of the masses. He saw
conflict as the stage of development and progress that would lead to a higher order.
Yet the major discussions in academic sociology centred on the explanations of
social structure and social organisation. This phase continued almost until the first
half of the present century. It was after the 1950s, that a focused and systematic
examination of the phenomenon of social conflict was undertaken. Let us look at
some of the perspectives on social conflict in order to understand its nature.
Today conflict theorists insist that conflict is a perennial feature of social life, and
that as a result societies are in a state of constant change. They see conflicts
involving a broad range of interests and groups. The interests are economic, political,
legal, religious, social and moral. The groups involved are young against old, male
against female, one ethnic group against another, one caste against another, one
religious group against another, workers against employers and so on.
Why do conflicts emerge and continue to persist in social life? The broad answer
appears to be that things like power, prestige, wealth and other resources are not
equally available to everyone−they are scarce commodities. Those who have them or
who have control over these scarce commodities, will always try to defend and
protect their interests at the expense of others. As a result, conflict emerges between
the groups of opposing interests.

3.4.1 Perspective of Economic Determinism
Karl Marx’s (1818-1883) contribution to the area of social conflict is of immense
importance. Social conflict, he believed, was the source of all social change. He saw
conflict as a social relationship between two classes having opposing economic
interests. These two classes in capitalist society are the bourgeoisie, (or owners or
the “haves” who own the means of production). The economic power of the “haves”,
gives them power in other spheres too like political and social. The acquisition of
power by one class is according to Marx, always at the cost of the other class. The
unequal distribution of power is sought to be resisted by the class of the have-nots.
These organise themselves to overthrow the rule of the “haves” through
revolutionary action. The resulting new social order (where there would be no
classes) is an improvement on the old one. In this sense, social conflict can be seen
as a vehicle of social progress. Thus, Marx looked at social conflicts essentially
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within the sphere of economic life. His analysis concentrated primarily on the
analysis of class conflicts in the capitalist society.

3.4.2 Perspective of Max Weber
Max Weber (1864-1920) too insisted that social conflict cannot be excluded from
social life. He pointed out that conflict is a social relationship which has its own
characteristics. The important characteristics are:
i)

The action within the relationship is oriented intentionally, to carry out the
will of the actors or groups against another actor or group.

ii)

the effort to carry out one’s will against the other, stimulates a resistance
from the other against this imposition. So Weber insists that for a
relationship to be called a “conflict relationship”, there must be the
following elements:
a) Power, and exercise of the power intentionally.
b) Resistance from the group or individual facing this imposition.

Weber did not see conflict as being confined to the economic sphere alone. He held
that conflict arises over the scarcity of such resources, like prestige and power, as
well as property and other forms of material wealth. He observed that conflict can
emerge in organisations and bureaucracies too. He pointed out that leaders who
manage the resources of large scale industrial, government, religious organisations
have a great deal of power. They can assert and have asserted their will, against the
will of other groups in society and even outside the society (e.g. multinational
corporations).
From what has been said so far about the nature of social conflict, the following
aspects of conflict relationship emerge:
i)

conflict is a struggle over values. It may occur as a struggle over claims to
status, power and other scarce resources.

ii) at least two parties are involved in the conflict relationships, to gain these
desired values or things.
iii) the conflicting parties often aim to neutralise, injure or eliminate their rivals.
iv) conflicts can occur within a groups or between groups.
v) conflicts have persisted through time, and they are a perennial feature of
social life.
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3.5 CONFLICT PERSPECTIVE
The Conflict theorists hold that conflict is present in all societies. There are various
interests in societies, among groups of people and among individuals which lead to
competition, conflict and strains; as for example, conflict between the employers and
trade unions, between political parties, etc. Societies also allow scope for some
degree of regulated conflict within its systems, like parliamentary debates, boycotts,
etc. These phenomena lead to a change of the situation. It may lead to a resolution of
conflict, of the strain or even to a newer conflict and strain. The social institutions,
norms, etc. may change in the process.
Conflict theories are closely related to structural-functional theories of change. They
have no specific theory per se of change. The conflict theorists believe that societies
progress to a higher order when the oppressed groups improve their conditions of
life. They do not however assume that societies smoothly evolve from lower to
higher levels. They consider conflict as a constant and necessary factor to bring
about social change. They view social change as the result of social conflict, but not
as constant. As conflict continuous, so is also change.
Conflict theorists stand out in sharp contrast to the functionalists in terms of the basic
approach. According to conflict theorists, society is in a state of perpetual
disequilibrium, yet it is maintained as a body by powerful social groups that coerce
cooperation from the less powerful. They treat society as divided into dominant and
subordinate groups that are characterised by a constant power struggle between
themselves. It is not necessary that different units would operate in a way that
solidarity of the whole society is maintained. There is an impending possibility of
social instability.
Society and its units are continuously changing. This dynamism needs to be accepted
as a normal characteristic of any society. An interaction between two units involves
some form of conflict which is essential for the continuity of society. Factors of
conflict are both internal and external and range from individual to national levels.
The impact of conflict on society could be varied: positive and negative; latent and
manifest; and gradual and violent. Conflict theorists tend to be more specific and
limit their analysis to the interrelationship between two or more units within society
(Abraham 1982).
The conflict theory takes the principle of dialectic (opposites) as central to social life.
Conflict theory also has its origins in early sociology, especially in the works of
Marx. Conflict theorists do not assume that societies smoothly evolve to higher or
complex levels. According to this school every pattern of action, belief and
interaction tends to generate an opposing reaction. Modern life is full of examples.
The legalisation of abortion has provoked the anti-abortion movement. The feminist
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movement has stimulated a reaction from men and women. The liberalisation of
sexual mores has led to open denunciation. The basic premise is that one of the
outcomes of conflict among groups is social change. The greatest limitation of this
approach is that it lays too much emphasis on conflict, as the most important factor
of change.
Lewis Coser and Ralf Dahrendorf, in their conflict theory, emphasise the use of
conflict to resolve social tensions and maintain interpersonal relations. They follow
Karl Marx and George Simmel here. For them, conflict is a natural manifestation of
social change because in this process some groups benefit more than the rest.
Resolution of tensions through conflict is particularly marked in pluralistic open
societies as it allows citizens to exercise freedom even to challenge the established
norms and institutions.
Ralf Dahrendorf, the German sociologist, says that the conflict theories assume that1. Every society is subjected at every moment to change, hence social change is
ubiquitous
2. Every society is experiences at every moment social conflict, hence social
conflict is ubiquitous
3. Every element in society contributes to change;
4. Every society rests on constraints of some of its members by others
Others like Frantz Fanon and George Sorel maintain that conflict / violence is the
only tool available to the oppressed people for their struggle against oppression and
exploitation. Fanon, the African radical intellectual, said in his famous book, The
Wretched of the Earth (London, 1965), that the colonised people resort to violence to
free themselves from the shackles of colonial rule. He asserted that rebirth of the
marginalised and the neglected, would, depend on their ‘commitment to violence’,
against the imposed ‘structural violence’ of the unequal and heartless society. Sorel,
the French radical, spoke about the regenerative role of conflicts. He held that
through violence and conflict, a class will discover its identity and resurrect itself.
This is in sharp contrast to what Mahatma Gandhi had affirmed about ‘the
therapeutic results of non-violence’. Gandhi also affirmed that ‘exploitation is the
supreme form of violence’.
Many conflicts currently active in the underdeveloped parts of the world are
characterised by a blurred demarcation between international and external sources
and actors. Moreover, there are multiple causal factors and dynamics, reflected in
changing goals, actors and targets. Finally, these conflicts do not show clear starting
and terminating points.
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Check Your Progress Exercise 3.1
Note:
I. Write your answer in the space given below.
II. Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit
Q.1 Write down the assumptions of conflict theories by Ralf Dahrendorf.
………………………………………………………………………….....................
………………………………………………………………………….....................
………………………………………………………………………….....................
………………………………………………………………………….....................

3.6 TYPES OF SOCIAL CONFLICT
Although a number or criteria can be used for generating a typology of conflicts,
such as, conflicts based on interests, based on whether gradual change or immediate
radical change is desired, or conflict in terms of time span, or in terms of the scope
of conflicts. Here we shall talk of four major kinds of conflicts. These are conflicts
which are seen to occur in almost all societies. We shall discuss briefly the
following:
i)

Class conflicts which are based on the system of stratification existing in a
society.

ii)

Communal/ethnic conflicts, which are mainly based on considerations of
maintenance of the group.

iii)

Factional conflicts−which occur among small group, claiming position of
power within small communities.

iv)

Political conflicts which are based on the acquisition of, and competition
for political power.

Before proceeding to look at these types of conflict individually, it should be
mentioned here, that there is yet another type of conflict, which has been assigned
historical importance over the ages. Only a few modern sociologists have undertaken
a systematic study of this type of conflict, referred to as “War”. Early sociologists
like Comte and Spencer had recognised the importance of wars, and conquests in
bringing about social change. Recently there is a growing realisation that sociologists
cannot afford to ignore the problem of war in the nuclear age. The recent studies on
war and peace have focused on the conditions and factors that may provoke a war
and on the issue of avoiding a war. These studies have helped in clarifying ideas
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about the complex phenomenon of violent conflicts, especially conflicts that involve
the use of force. Violent conflicts like wars, conquests, revolutions, have contributed
to the emergence of large social units. New forms of stratification, and new kind of
relationships between groups within a society and between societies, may also result
from conflicts.

3.6.1 Class Conflicts
All complex societies are characterised by the phenomenon of social stratification,
which arranges all the members of the society into categories in a hierarchical
manner, with differing amounts of prestige, power and rewards. It is this unequal
distribution of benefits that a society makes available to the various strata that in turn
becomes the basis of a struggle between various classes. Marx insisted that conflict
between classes was the only source of radical change.
Class conflict according to him, was based on economic interests. He visualised
human societies as passing through various stages of development, depending on the
manner in which economic activities are carried out. He distinguished between the
class of the haves and the class of the have-nots. He pointed out that in every kind of
society these two groups have persisted. In the slave society there were the masters
and the slaves. In the feudal society, there were the lords and the serfs. In the
capitalist society, there are the capitalists and the workers.
The strength of Marx’s class concept lies in the fact that he sees the two classes, as
being linked with each other in terms of an exploitative relationship. The haves have
power over the have-nots by virtue of its ownership of the means of production.
When the have-nots become aware of their exploited condition, they form a class
for- itself. Otherwise, earlier they were a class-in-itself. They begin to fight for their
interests in a revolutionary struggle. Their victory transforms the very basis of
society namely, the ownership of production. The resulting mode of production is
more progressive than the preceding one. In Marx’s analysis of class conflict the
major factor of class conflict is the institution of private ownership of the means of
production. The recognition by the working class in a capitalist society, that it is the
private ownership that is the major cause of exploitation in all societies, inspires
them to a revolutionary struggle aimed at the abolition of private property itself.

3.6.2 Communal/Ethnic Conflicts
These days, whenever, we open a newspaper, we find references to violent clashes
between religious groups, between castes, between races, or between linguistic
communities. We hear of conflicts between Muslims and the Hindus. Between high
castes and the scheduled castes. There are conflicts between blacks and whites in
South Africa, Great Britain and USA. Conflict exists between Sinhala speaking and
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Tamil speaking people in Sri Lanka and between Hindi speaking and non-Hindi
speaking people in India.
Before we describe the main aspects of this type of conflict we must clarify the
meaning of the terms “communal” and “ethnic”. A communal relationship is one in
which the interests of the interacting members are identical. The concept draws our
attention to, the binding force of a commonality of interests beliefs and sentiment.
Ethnic is now commonly defined as relating to racially or culturally distinct
categories of people. Ethnic groups refer to certain types of group membership
which are based on national origin, religion, language or region, i.e., people who
perceive themselves or are perceived by others, as sharing common origins or
significant parts of a common culture. An ethnic group that faces prejudice and
discrimination at the hands of the dominant group is often called a minority. For
instance, the blacks are a minority in North America, and whites in South Africa.
Generally when we speak of communal or ethnic conflicts, we talk about the
conflicts between two or more groups, where the membership depends upon some
characteristic based on birth. This could be religion, colour, language or region. It
must be pointed out here that in India when we refer to the communal dimensions,
we refer generally to the religious identity of a community. In India we have had not
only a long history of conflicts based on religion, but also on language or territorial
origins. While analysing communal or ethnic conflicts, social scientists have
identified a variety of subjective as well as objective factors that are seen to affect
the emergence, course and resolution of conflicts. Some believe that psychological
factors like needs, satisfaction of needs, ethnocentric feelings, prejudicial attitudes
feelings of frustration, hostility, aggression are very important in explaining this type
of conflict.
Sociologists believe that communal conflicts are one instance of the general
phenomenon of a conflict relationship, and as such one has to look into the opposing
interests of the two communities. In a society where resources are scarce, and where
the democratic polity finds itself torn between the diversity of demands put on it by
various sections of the society, conflicts are likely to emerge. In those societies
where the distribution of resources is on the basis of individual activities, the
opposition of interests usually takes the form of class conflict.
In a society where the distribution of resources takes place in terms of groups based
on ascribed status, the opposition of interests is likely to take a communal form. We
often observe conflicts between landless labour, who belong to the category of the
Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and other Backward Castes, and the land
owners who more often than not, belong to the category of non-scheduled castes etc.
In America and in South Africa, skin colour has been largely the basis upon which
blacks have been assigned inferior status. Blacks in South Africa had been
dispossessed of their resources and were victims of unfavourable discrimination,
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unequal treatment, violence and segregation. Both objective interests and subjective
elements are strongly involved in communal and ethnic conflicts.

3.6.3 Factional Conflicts
Sociologists generally talk of factional conflicts in terms of the struggles that take
place, in small communities like the village communities. A faction is an informal
but a clearly differentiated group of persons in a village, which encompasses
members from different sections within it. It may be engaged in a conflict
relationship with another such organised group. In the Indian context, the village
communities are differentiated not only horizontally in terms of castes, but also
fragmented vertically across caste in the struggle for domination.
In India, we can find, that the faction has usually one person as a leader around
whom the other members are mobilised. He usually belongs to one of the wealthy
families of the village, owning a large amount of land. The other members of the
faction are usually his kinsmen and those belonging to his own caste. However,
members of other and lower castes are also associated with him in factional conflicts
and they are, in many cases, persons who are economically dependent on him, such
as the landless workers.
Desire for power, domination (economic and political) and prestige may be the goals
of a faction. The emergence of factional conflict, is usually traceable to a specific
episode in which one of the powerful persons of the community, feels slighted by
another powerful member, and the feud continues over generations. Conflict is not
centred on one issue; it may be found operating in many areas, Factional conflicts
often take the form of violent physical conflicts. The feuds between eminent and
powerful castes or families in Indian village continue over generations. With the
coming up of the village self-government institutions in India, the factional conflicts
are now usually channelised through these institutions. But it cannot be said that with
the establishment of “Panchayat Raj” (self-government institutions) factional
conflicts have been greatly reduced in Indian villages than before.

3.6.4 Political Conflict
As mentioned earlier, power is an important element. Social relationships can be
organised around the acquisition, and distribution of political power. These spheres
of human activity which constitute the political domain of a society. The major
function of a political institution is the authoritative allocation of resources, and
benefits that are available in the society as a whole. It is for this reason, that power
may be sought after, but since the resources and benefits are scarce, there can be
competition for acquiring the monopoly over these resources and benefits. The group
which at the moment has control over the resources and benefits, will try to use them
for its partisan interests, thereby denying it to the others. Political conflicts then can
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be seen as a demand made by diverse groups in a society to control the resources and
benefits.
The struggle for political power takes place among social groupings, which have
specific interests in a society. Political sociologists point out that the way one votes,
depends upon the interests that are furthered by a political party. There are diverse
interests in a society which, together make a claim on the political system for their
furtherance. These interests are mainly economic, but can also be of other kinds such
as religious, professional, etc. The political struggle then is a struggle between
diverse interests.
In political conflict, the sociologists have identified three main grouping−the
political party, the interest groups and pressure groups. The political party is an
organisation whose aim is to acquire power in order to govern. Interest groups
articulate the interests of a particular section of a society. The pressure groups are
interest groups which not only articulate the interests of its members, but also tend to
pressurise the government to act in such a manner as to further their specific
interests. The trade unions, professional associations of teachers, doctors, lawyers,
are examples of pressure groups. Interest groups and pressure groups act in the
political arena, but they themselves do not want to govern. The major actors in the
political domain who want to govern are the political parties. The political parties
may be organised on different ideologies with different styles of functioning. They
are usually organised around the furtherance of specific interests.
In India, we have the Communist Party which champions the interests of the working
class. The Lok Dal, is primarily concerned with peasantry, while the Muslim League
tries to safeguard the interests of the Muslims. Political parties try to broaden their
basis by incorporating as many interest groups as possible. For example the
Congress Party although talks of establishing a socialist society, accommodates the
interests of the capitalists, the rich trading class along with other sections of society.
When a party comes to power in order to govern, it must acquire legitimacy, and the
more the groups whose interests it furthers, the greater is the legitimacy that the
ruling party is able to acquire. Political conflicts can also take place within systems
of parties, especially in those societies where two or more parties have as much
strength as the ruling party.

3.7 FUNCTIONS OF SOCIAL CONFLICT
From the above discussion of social conflict one is prompted to ask “Are conflicts
dysfunctional to society?” Conflict need not be regarded as only a destructive
process, that leads to disorder and breakdown of social order. Theorists like
Dahrendorf and Coser have focused on the integrative nature of social conflicts.
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3.7.1 Positive Consequences of Conflict
Based on Simmel’s pioneering and insightful work, Coser (1956) has shown that
conflict may have some positive consequences. First, by conflicting with another
group, the social solidarity of a given group is increased within. There is a better
coordination, and a better structural arrangement inside the group. We are all quite
conversant with this situation. Whenever our country has faced external aggression,
the whole nation has stood together as one, after eliminating all internal dissension.
The example of conflict between India and Pakistan is known to all of us which
leads to internal cohesion within the country. Sometimes the politicians in power
may deliberately raise the bogey of external dangers, to divert attention from their
internal problems. Secondly, conflict may bring together two hitherto unrelated
groups in coalition, thereby increasing the scope of co-operative interaction. Thirdly,
conflict may give rise to some unchartered areas of co-operation between parties, for
example the emergence of the Red Cross during World War-I. Fourthly, conflict
interaction might clarify the issues which might have been clouded earlier, thereby
improving the understanding of the opponent, and creating new avenues of
interaction.

3.7.2 Dysfunctions of Conflict
There are, of course, numerous dysfunction’s of social conflict such as increasing
differences in a group resulting, in extreme cases, in the break-up of the group. Civil
war may result in the emergence of one of the parts as an independent state. Apart
from this, the cost of conflict, in terms of loss of human life and property are wellknown. It is also possible that the conflicting groups may develop deep-seated
suspicions and animosities within the respective groups, which may prolong over
time, resulting in continued instability of the group. It is only in extreme cases of
complete annihilation of one group by the other that the seeds of conflict once sown
may not sprout again.

3.8 CONFLICT AS A CONDITION OF SOCIAL CHANGE
From the foregoing discussions, it is clear that conflict is an important element of
social life, and can be seen as a condition in social change. In a society social order
is necessary and order is the outcome of a complex interaction between force of
inter-dependence, cooperation, conflict alliance, and cleavages between people.
Some people and groups have more power than other people and groups in acquiring
control over resources. Sources of power are not available to everyone equally.
Social conflict can be seen as the outcome of this uneven distribution of power.
People with the greatest power are able to realise their will and interests at the cost of
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those who have less power. Also in modern societies, people often have interests that
are irreconcilable. This often leads to social conflict. This does not mean that conflict
can be looked only as a dividing factor in social life. Sociologists point out that
conflict can be integrative. On the other hand cooperation and harmony may increase
within a group which faces external threat. Issues get clarified, and settlement of
disputes may satisfy everyone involved in the conflict, so that they may come
together as friends.
Conflict as a condition in social change can be looked at from so many angles.
Conflicts may lead to consolidation of units. They may also lead to new forms of
social stratification or reinforce existing patterns of stratification in new ways.
Inventories may be introduced as a result of conflict. For instance conflict between
workers and owners/controllers of production, led to the social invention of trade
union. Wars between societies led to the development of new techniques of warfare.
It was the same phenomenon of war that led to the social invention regarding peace
keeping institutions, namely United Nations.
The phenomenon of social conflict is closely interlinked with the phenomenon of
social change, social order and social control. The conflict theorists insist that society
can be best understood and analysed in terms of struggles and strife that occur over
the control and acquisition of power, authority, wealth, prestige and other scarce and
desirable resources in society.

3.9 EVALUATION OF CONFLICT THEORY
Conflict theory is quite impressive and influential, no doubt. But it does not account
for all forms of social change. It only gives us a means of analysing some of the most
significant changes in history and present day society. Still it is not a comprehensive
theory of social change. It cannot tell as much about the direction of social change.
Even the predictions of Marx have gone wrong.

3.10 LET US SUM UP
Let us outline the important points we have discussed in this unit. We defined social
conflict−at the simplest level it means opposition between two social categories. We
outlined the nature of conflict from some important sociological contributions. We
then examined in detail what Marx had to say about social conflict. He stressed on
conflict in the economic sphere. We also outlined Weber’s views on conflict. We
pointed out the functional and dysfunctional aspects of conflict. In the typology of
conflicts we talked about class conflicts, political conflicts, communal/ethnic
conflicts and factional conflicts. Lastly, we discussed the process of conflict as a
condition of social change.
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3.11 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: ANSWER KEYS
Ans to Q 1:

According to Ralf Dahrendorf

1. Every society is subjected at every moment to change, hence social
change is ubiquitous
2. Every society is experiences at every moment social conflict, hence
social conflict is ubiquitous
3. Every element in society contributes to change;
4. Every society rests on constraints of some of its members by others
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
If you look around, you will find that ten years ago the face of India was quite
different from what we are familiar with today, and ten years from now, India will be
totally different from what it is today. The same principle is applicable to each and
every being. This is because change is a natural, universal, and inevitable social
phenomenon. In our present hi-tech scenario, society is changing very fast. If one
wants to know at what rate society is changing, I think the correct answer is - at the
click of the mouse. In this techno-philic society, social change is happening
exponentially. What is important to note is whether change is leading towards a
positive end or not. Is change helping society in extension or development, or is the
outcome just the reverse. The direction of social change can be upward, downward,
linear, multi-linear or cyclical. Generally, it is value-neutral, but sometimes social
change takes place in the form of ideological expressions- which may be
conservative or radical in nature.

4.2 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After studying this Unit, you would be able to:
 know the meaning and concept of cyclical theory
 understand the importance of cyclical theory to social change
 analyse the cyclical theoretical approaches by various thinkers
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explain the synthesis of social change theories

4.3 CYCLICAL THEORY- MEANING AND CONCEPT
Cyclical theories have been concerned with the repetitious change of conditions,
events, forms and or fashions over a long period of time, although the period of
recurrent phases (cycles) of change would vary. The cyclical theorists believe that
societies pass through a series of stages. However, they do not consider the notion of
ending in a stage of perfection but see them as a return to the stage where it began
for further round in a cyclical manner.
According to this cyclical theory, human society goes through cycles. According to
Spengler, society has a predetermined life cycle which includes birth, growth,
maturity and decline. Modern society is in its last stage. It is in its old age. But since
history repeats itself, society, after passing through all the stages, returns to the
original stage, and the cycle begins once again.
The basic premise of the cyclical theories is: cultures and civilisations pass through
stages of change, starting and often ending with the same stage. This passing through
stages is called a cycle. The cycle when completed, repeats itself over and over
again. The ancient civilisations in Greece, China and India for instance, can be
explained by the principle of cycles.

4.4

CYCLICAL THEORETICAL APPROACHES BY VARIOUS
THINKERS

“Cyclical theories of social change focus on the rise and fall of civilisations
attempting to discover and account for these patterns of growth and decay”- (Ian
Robertson). Spengler, Toynbee and Sorokin can be regarded as the champions of this
theory. Their ideas may be briefed here.

4.4.1 A. L. Kroeber
A. L. Kroeber (1876-1960), a well-known American anthropologist, provides
classical analysis of cyclical patterns of clothing-style changes of Western women.
Kroeber found that clothing styles in Western societies followed certain patterns
over long periods of time, and even within these patterns were observed changes in
more or less regular cycles. Kroeber also discovered that the basic pattern of Western
women's dress in the medieval and modem ages spanning about a thousand years has
gone through a constant remodeling without any fundamental change. Kroeber found
that the general pattern included a long skirt, a narrow waist, and a top with arms and
breasts partially exposed. Periodically, within this general form, there is a cyclical
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change. Hemlines rise and fall, the waistline moves up and down from just under the
bust to the hips, and the amount of cleavage shown increases and decreases. Kroeber
also discovered that women's dressing in the West repeat themselves over and over
within cycles of about hundred years.

4.4.2 Vilfredo Pareto: “Theory of the Circulation of Elites”
Vilfredo Pareto (1916) presented in his book “Theory of the Circulation of Elites” an
interpretation of history according to which social change is brought about, by the
struggle between groups for political power. His theory was inadequate in that it was
based on a limited instance of the circulation of elites in ancient Rome. His
conception of political change ignored the growth of democratic government in
modern times.
Pareto propounded the theory that societies pass through the periods of political
vigour and decline which repeat themselves in cyclical fashion. The society
according to him, consists of two types of people—one, who like to follow
traditional ways whom Pareto called rentiers, and those who like to take chances for
attaining their ends whom he called as speculators. Political change is initiated by a
strong aristocracy, the speculators who later lose their energy and become incapable
of vigorous role. Thus ruling class eventually resort to tricks or to clever
manipulations characterized by the rentier mentality. The society declines, but at the
same time speculators arises from among the subjugated class to become the new
ruling class and overthrow the old group. Then again the cycle begins.

4.4.3 Oswald Spengler: “The Destiny of Civilisation”
Oswald Spengler, a German school teacher, in his book “the Decline of the War”1918, pointed out that the fate of civilisation was a matter of “destiny”. Each
civilisation is like a biological organism and has a similar life-cycle; birth, maturity,
old age and death. After making a study of eight major civilisation, including the
West, he said that the modern western society is in the last stage, i.e. old age. He
considered that the Western societies were entering a period of decay- as evidenced
by wars, conflicts, and social breakdown that heralded their doom. This theory is
almost end of fashion today. His idea of “destiny” is hardly an adequate explanation
of social change. His biological analogy is also too unrealistic and his work is too
mystical and speculative.
Spengler (1945) believed that every society is born, matures, decays and eventually
dies. The Roman Empire rose to power and then gradually collapsed. The British
empire grew strong, and then deteriorated. Spengler believed that social change may
take the form of progress or of decay, but that no society lives forever. He believes
that society has a predetermined life cycle which includes birth, growth, maturity,
and decline. He developed another version of cyclical theory of social change. He
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analysed the history of various civilisations including the Egyptian, Greek and
Roman and concluded that all civilisations pass through a similar cycle of birth,
maturity and death.
Check Your Progress Exercise 4.1
Note:
I. Write your answer in the space given below.
II. Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.
Q.1 Briefly narrate the cyclical theory of social change.
……………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………….

4.4.4 Pitirim Sorokin: “Sensate” and “Ideational” Culture
The Russian-American sociologist, Pitirim A Sorokin (1889- 1968), in his book
“Social and Cultural Dynamics (1938), has offered another explanation of social
change. His work has had a more lasting impact on sociological thinking. Instead of
viewing civilisations into terms of development and decline he proposed that they
alternate or fluctuate between two cultural extremes: the “sensate” and the
“ideational”. The Sensate culture stresses those things which can be perceived
directly by the senses. It is practical, hedonistic, sensual, and materialistic. Ideational
culture emphasises those things which can be perceived only by the mind. It is
abstract, religious, concerned with faith and ultimate truth. It is the opposite of the
sensate culture. Both represent ‘pure’ types of culture. Hence no society ever fully
conforms to either type. Without mentioning the causes, he said that as the culture of
a society develops towards one pure type, it is countered by the opposing cultural
force. Cultural development is then reversed moving towards the opposite types of
culture. In brief, too much emphasis on one type of culture leads to a reaction
towards the other. “Societies contain both these impulses in varying degrees and the
tension between them creates long-term instability”. Between these types, of course
there lies a third type ‘idealistic’ culture. This is a happy and desirable blend of the
other two, but no society ever seems to have achieved it as a stable condition.
Sorokin believed that all great civilisations pass through three cultural systems in a
cyclical way:
(i) the ideational culture society based on faith and revelation;
(ii) the idealist culture society guided by a ‘mixed’ notion of supernatural beliefs
and empiricism; and
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(iii) the sensate culture society, which are guided by empirical sense perceptions.
He opined that that all societies need not necessarily decay but rather they go
through various stages by shifting from one cycle to another as the needs of
the society demand.
More recently Pitirim Sorokin has presented theories which have some features of
the cyclical perspective. Sorokin’s theory is based on the principle of immanent
socio-cultural change. This implies that any socio-cultural system (i.e. society and
civilisation) alters by virtue of its own forces and properties. This principle is
interlinked to another principle, namely, the principle of limited possibilities of
change. There is a limit to the number of alterations that can develop in a system. For
example, there is a limit to the new forms of change, and to new patterns of
behaviour, that can emerge in a society. The system simply runs out of combinations
in due time. If it does not die, it eventually starts running through the changes again.
Thus, there is “recurrence” or “rhythm” in the histories of socio-cultural systems.
Sorokin also makes a distinction between three broad types of culture-ideational,
idealist and sensate-which he conceives as succeeding each other in cycles, in the
history of societies. Ideational culture is spiritualistic, mystical and indeterminate.
Sensate culture is the realm of science and of direct sensory experiences. Idealistic
culture has certain characteristic of both the ideational and sensate cultures. These
three types of cultures are looked upon as three views of reality that change
according to the two principles mentioned above.
Sorokin’s work is especially noteworthy not only because it contains a mass of
historical analogies and comments on particular social transformations, but also
because it saw societies as ‘changing’ rather than necessarily progressing or
decaying.

4.4.5 Arnold Toynbee: “Challenge and Response”
Arnold Toynbee, a British historian with enough sociological insight has offered a
somewhat more promising theory of social change. His famous book “A Study of
History”- 1946, a multivolume work, draws on materials from 24 civilisations. The
key concepts in Toynbee’s theory are those of ‘challenge and response’. “Every
society faces challenges- at first, challenges posed by the environment; later
challenges from internal and external enemies. The nature of the response determines
the society’s fate. The achievements of a civilisation consists of its successful
responses to challenges; if it cannot mount an effective response, it dies”- (Ian
Robertson).
Toynbee’s views are more optimistic than those of Spengler’s, for he does not
believe that all civilisations will inevitably decay. He has pointed out that history is a
series of decay and growth. But each new civilisation is able to learn from the
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mistakes and to borrow from cultures of others. It is, therefore, possible for each new
cycle to offer higher levels of achievement. Still he has not explained why some
societies are able to offer effective responses to their challenges while others do not,
or why a society should overcome one challenge but become a victim of another.

4.5 SYNTHESIS OF SOCIAL CHANGE THEORIES
Most theorists today integrate the various ideas and theories of social change that
have been discussed in the previous units. There are very few theorists that still hold
on their own ideas and theories. There are also not many theorists which believe that
social change always results in improvement or that societies inevitably decay. There
is a general agreement, however, that societies change because of various factors
conditioned on the society. These factors could be both within and without the
society and or planned and unplanned. Many theorists do believe that changes in
societies are not necessarily good or bad. They opine that although a stable society is
usually better than a chaotic and conflict-ridden society, stability would sometimes
imply exploitation, oppression, and injustice.

4.6 LET US SUM UP
Social change is a universal phenomenon that takes place in our lives. Cyclical
theories assume that societies pass through a cycle of changes- grow, reach a peak of
development and then decay- and repeats the cycle again in the same pattern. It
refers to a course or series of events that recur regularly and lead back to the starting
point. Some cyclical theorists are pessimistic in that they think that decay is
inevitable. Sorokin’s theory has not been accepted by the sociologists for it portrays
his prejudices and probably his disgust with the modern society. His concepts of
‘sensate’ and ‘ideational’ are purely subjective. His theory is in a way ‘speculative’
and ‘descriptive’. It does not provide an explanation as to why social change should
take this form. Thus, the cyclical theories, in general are not satisfactory.

4.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: ANSWER KEYS
Ans to Q 1:

According to cyclical theory, human society goes through cycles.
According to Spengler, society has a predetermined life cycle which
includes birth, growth, maturity and decline. Modern society is in its
last stage. It is in its old age. But since history repeats itself, society,
after passing through all the stages, returns to the original stage, and
the cycle begins once again.
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